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Abstract—As networks become ubiquitous in people’s lives,
users depend on networks a lot for sufficient communication and
convenient information access. However, networks suffer from
security issues. Network security becomes a challenging topic
since numerous new network attacks have appeared increasingly
sophisticated and caused vast loss to network resources. Game
theoretic approaches have been introduced as a useful tool to
handle those tricky network attacks. In this paper, we review the
existing game-theory based solutions for network security problems, classifying their application scenarios under two categories,
attack-defense analysis and security measurement. Moreover, we
present a brief view of the game models in those solutions
and summarize them into two categories, cooperative game
models and non-cooperative game models with the latter category
consisting of subcategories. In addition to the introduction to the
state of the art, we discuss the limitations of those game theoretic
approaches and propose future research directions.
Index Terms—Network security, Game theory, Attack-defense,
Security assessment.

I. I NTRODUCTION

P

EOPLE benefit greatly from the applications of network
technologies, but they also encounter challenges of network security. Networks provide users with a convenient way
to access information and a sufficient communication channel
to communicate. Unfortunately, networks have many security
issues including: Internet attacks, cyber crimes, flooding Denial of Service (DoS) attacks, illegal data access, data stealth,
etc. Network attacks can cause public institutions or private
entities to lose money, important data, or their reputations. Reports of new hackers, cyber crimes, and cyberspace incidents
[1], [2], [3] indicate that network security is a challenging
topic.
The traditional solutions to network security have shortcomings. These solutions are implemented either by employing a
preventive device, such as a firewall, or a reactive device, such
as an anti-virus program, or by using them together; however,
these types of solutions are no longer sufficient. Intrusion
Detection Systems (IDSs), which are reactive devices, have
become a necessary addition to every organization’s security
due to increasingly severe types of attacks in recent years
[4]. An IDS is a software or hardware system that is used to
monitor events occurring in a network or computer system
[68]-[78]; an IDS is also used to analyze these events in
order to determine whether an attack has occurred using such
methods as attack signature identification, pattern detection,
and statistical analysis [5]. Once an attack is detected, a
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report is sent to the network administrator and he/she will
act to stop or mitigate the attack. Some types of IDSs are
capable of reacting to a detected attack without notifying the
administrator [6], and such reacting IDS are called Intrusion
Prevention Systems (IPSs). Two weaknesses of IDSs are that
they are not very sophisticated and that they rely on ad hoc
schemes and experimental work [7]. Due to these, IDSs need
design tools to handle sophisticated, organized attackers.
Game theoretic approaches have been proposed by many
researchers to improve network security. On the one hand, the
weakness of traditional solutions to network security is their
lack of a quantitative decision framework [8]. Game theory addresses problems in which multiple players with contradictory
incentives or goals compete with each other; it can provide
a mathematical frame for analyzing and modeling security
problems regarding networks. Furthermore, game theory is
capable of analyzing many possible scenarios (up to hundreds
of thousands) before determining the appropriate course of
actions [9]. This can greatly sophisticate the administrator’s
decision making.
On the other hand, security measurement [10] is an important aspect of network security; it is an evaluation of confidentiality, integrity, availability, vulnerability, and security
risks. Network security measurement is a large category that
includes the measurement of every aspect of network security.
Risk assessment [11] is one of these measures. Network
security measurements involve the interactions of attackers and
defenders, and the result of a measurement can be affected
by their interactions. For example, one of the metrics in
risk assessment for a network system is the probability of it
being attacked. There is a need to predict the actions of both
the defenders and the attackers. Since the interaction process
between attackers and defenders is a game process, game
theory can be applied in every possible scenario to predict the
actions of the attackers and then to determine the decisions of
the defenders. Therefore, game theory-based solutions have
been proposed for network security problems.
This paper presents a survey of game theoretic solutions that
have been applied to improve network security. Classification
of these solutions is provided in terms of the application
scenarios and modeling methods of games. The purposes of
this paper are to compare different game theory solutions, to
discuss their limitations, and to propose new directions for
research on network security problems.
The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows:
Section II gives definition and classification of game theory;
Section III provides a classification of the applications of game
theory in network security; Section IV classifies the modeling
of game theoretic approaches to network security and discusses the limitations of existing game theoretic approaches:
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Section V proposes new directions for research; and finally,
Section VI concludes the paper.
II. D EFINITION AND C LASSIFICATION OF G AME T HEORY
Definitions of some basic game theory terms which refer
to [12], [13], [14] are presented in order to help readers
better understand game theory. More detailed and formal
explanations of these concepts can be found in [12], [13],
[14], [79], [80]. Other related papers include [51]-[67].
A. Definition
Game theory is a mathematical tool used to describe and
solve games. Game theory describes a game by specifying
the entities (players) involved in the game, the order in which
the entities take actions (an entity’s “taking action” means
a move), the possible actions of the entities, each player’s
knowledge of the previous actions taken by another player
before he/she takes action in his/her move, and each player’s
knowledge about the payoff function of all players. Note that
game theory assumes each player is rational; this means that,
when he/she responds to other players’ actions, each player
aims to choose the response that brings him/her the greatest
benefit.
A Game includes the interactions between entities in any
situation. Note that in a game, there are at least two entities.
A game is non-cooperative if entities interact competitively.
A game is cooperative if entities interact cooperatively.
In game theory, the following four terms are basic elements
for describing a game:
• Players: The entities involved in a game. These entities
can be people, institutions, animals, or any other things
that can interact with each other.
• Actions: In each move of a player, he/she takes an action.
Game theory assumes that each player knows the possible
actions of every other player.
• Payoff: After all of the players have taken actions in the
game, each of them will get either a negative or a positive
return. The return of each player is his/her payoff.
• Strategies: A player’s strategy is his/her plan of action
that specifies which action to take based on his/her
knowledge of the action history. Strategies can be pure
or mixed.
Based on the assumption that the players are rational in
game theory, the players will choose strategies to maximize
their playoff when responding to other players’ strategies. This
will lead to the concept of Equilibrium in a game, which can
be treated as the solution of a game.
An Equilibrium in a game is a combination of the players’
strategies so that each player’s strategy is the best response
to the strategies of the other players. “Best” means that the
strategy leads to a maximum payoff given other players’
strategies. A Nash Equilibrium [13] is one kind of equilibrium
that can be applied to solve the solution of a game.
B. Classification
In terms of different aspects, games can be classified in
different ways. The following are three different ways of
classification.
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1) Based on the number of stages
The first way of classification is based on whether the game
has one stage or multiple stages.
Static/Strategic Game is a one-shot game in which players
take actions at the same time. A static game can be viewed
as a game of imperfect information since, at each time, only
one player takes his/her move [13].
Dynamic/Extensive Game is a game consisting of multiple
stages or moves. The number of stages can be finite or infinite
[13].
Stochastic Game is a type of dynamic game in which
there is a start state and states can transit from one to
another according to a transition probability; at the start state,
players take actions and receive payoffs with the current state
transiting to another state; this requires a certain probability
based on the current state and the actions taken.
2) Based on perfect information or not
The second way of classification is based on whether the
game has perfect information.
In a Game of Perfect Information, each player knows all
of the previous actions of players when he/she takes his/her
move. An example of this kind of game is a chess game.
In a Game of Imperfect Information, at least one player
does not know all of the previous actions when he/she takes
his/her move.
3) Based on complete information or not
The third way of classification is based on whether the game
has complete information.
In a Game of Complete Information, every player in the
game knows all players’ payoff functions. The well-known
“prisoners’ dilemma” is an example of this kind of game.
In a Game of Incomplete Information, at least one of the
players does not know all players’ payoff functions.
In [13], the author identifies Bayesian Games as games of
incomplete information. In Bayesian games, the term “type”
is used to capture the incomplete information. The number
of possible types of a player could be one or multiple. The
payoff structure of each player of any type is known to all
players. However, the incomplete information of the game is
that at least one player does not know all of the exact types of
other players with multiple possible types. Bayesian analysis
is applied to predict the players’ strategies. An example of
Bayesian games is the auction game in [13].

III. D EFINITION AND C LASSIFICATION OF G AME T HEORY
A PPLICATIONS IN N ETWORK S ECURITY
In this section, a classification of applications of game
theory in network security is presented. Subsection III-A gives
an explanation of the terms related to the surveyed network
security applications. In the subsection III-B, applications of
game theory are classified into two categories; a classification
for each category is presented along with a discussion of each
category.
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A. Definition
When defense-attack interactions in networks are discussed,
they are abstracted into the following scenario: attackers
launch attacks on network or computer systems, and defenders
respond to these attacks. The following descriptions of terms
are provided to explain this abstraction.
• System: In networks, a system can be a node, a device,
a host, a software entity, a process, or a collection of two
or more of these items.
• Attacker: Any person or thing that launches an attack on
a system on his/her/its behalf for the purpose of damaging
the system or carrying losses for the owner of the system.
• Attack target: The system being attacked or at risk of
being attacked.
• IDS: A software or hardware system used to monitor the
events occurring in a network or computer system and
then used to analyze these events in order to determine
whether an attack is occurring or has occurred [4]. In the
application scenarios below, IDSs are always assumed to
be error-free; in other words, the IDS will set off an alarm
if there is an attack, but it will not if there is no attack.
However, in most realistic scenarios, an IDS is not errorfree; it usually makes two kinds of possible mistakes:
false alarms (setting off an alarm when there is no attack)
and missing-attacks (not setting off an alarm when there
is an attack).
• Virtual sensor: A software agent used to monitor the
system and collect data for detection purposes [15].
Virtual sensors can be regarded as a part of the IDS.
• Defender: An entity capable of monitoring the events
occurring in the attack target, analyzing these events,
determining that an attack has occurred, and responding
to attacks. An IDS capable of responding to attacks on
behalf of the network administrator is regarded as a
defender. As introduced before, such an IDS is also called
IPS. The whole composition of an IDS and the network
administrator is regarded as a defender if the response to
the attack is conducted by the network administrator.
B. Classification
In terms of application purpose, the applications of game
theory in network security can be classified into two categories. Fig. 1 shows the relationships between these two
categories.
• Applications for analysis of network attack-defense
(quantitative decision making): modeling the interaction between attackers and defenders as games, predicting
the actions of the attackers, and determining the responding defense strategy.
• Applications for network security and dependability
[3] measurement: predicting the strategies of attackers
and defenders and evaluating the security of the system
based on this prediction.
1) Applications for analysis of network attack-defense
As stated in the introduction, traditional network security
solutions show weaknesses when they face sophisticated or
well-organized attackers. These security solutions need a

quantitative decision framework. Game theory can be applied
to develop such a quantitative framework, which can be called
an analysis of network attack-defense. It includes modeling
the interactions between attackers and defenders as games,
predicting the actions of the attackers, and determining the
responding defense strategy. The applications for analysis of
network attack-defense consist of two sub-classes: a) those
for general analysis of attack-defense, and b) those for specialized analysis of attack-defense, explained in the following
subsections.
a) Those for general analysis of attack-defense
This kind of application first emerges among the two kinds
of analyses of attack-defense. In the problem scenario of this
application, the networks are often not specific but abstract; the
scenario is one attacker versus one defender, and the actions
of the attacker are to attack and to do nothing. The actions
of the defender are to defend and to do nothing. Furthermore,
some other applications [16] present a scenario in which the
defender has no perfect information as to whether one node in
the network is an attacker or a normal user; it can only make
inference based on its belief.
In [16], an intrusion detection method in mobile ad hoc
networks is considered. Within this scenario, the defending
node is not sure whether its neighbor is an attacker or a regular
user and thus must infer based on its belief. The defending
node can choose to defend, to take no action, or randomly
to choose one of the two actions. A basic signal game [16]
model is used to model the interaction between each pair of
nodes consisting of a defending node and one of its neighbors;
it is then used to determine the best defense strategy.
In [17], the authors analyze four competition scenarios
between attackers and defenders in information warfare. Each
scenario is modeled as a two-player static game. The authors
illustrate how the attacker and the defender in an information
warfare context may play with effective strategies.
b) Those for specialized analysis of attack-defense
Most applications fall into this sub-class. Problem scenarios
of this kind of applications have at least one of the following
elements: a specialized network where attack events happen
(like a wireless sensor network [7] or wireless ad hoc network
[18]), more complex attack or defense actions [19] (like
multiple kinds of attack methods on multiple attack targets and
multiple kinds of countermeasures for defending each attack
targets), or a consideration of multiple stages of interaction
between defenders and attackers [20]. The following examples
are typical applications of this subclass.
In [43], the authors present a modeling approach for security
risk management. In their approach, they consider a security
organization as a combination of different divisions. As an
example that they gave, a company which offers video services
consists of five divisions: core networks, mobile TV infrastructure, last mile equipment, IT administrators and support,
and video on-demand service. They consider the security
resources, such as the budget and the investment in each
division, to have a linear dependency between them, and so
they consider the vulnerabilities in each division. Based on
those linear dependencies, they develop two generic math
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Fig. 1.
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Relationship among game theory applications in network security

models, with one dealing with the multiple-player (with two
or more players) non-operative game between the divisions
and the other addressing the operative game between them.
In [44], the authors propose a game-theory based framework
for the administrator of an organization with multiple nodes
or assets to choose optimal actions to diffuse the risks among
the assets. Their framework includes a risk framework which
captures the amounts of risks among the assets and the propagation of the risks between the assets, a discrete-time Markov
stochastic model which divides the continuous space of risks
in the assets into several regions and construct a concept of
the transition probability matrix between different states, a
game-theoretic game model which takes the current states,
the further state and the strategies of the administrator and
the attacker to be the factors determining the transition matrix
and a saddle point method which determines the “optimal”
strategy for the administer, and a Q-learning method which is
employed to determine converging optimal strategies for the
attacker and the administrator in the case that the transition
matrix is not known. In [45], [46], with multiple users in a
certain network having a pair of mainly conflicting goals, to
improve the private security of themselves and to improve
the public security of the whole internet, the authors propose
a model to address the problem for the network users to
allocate their investments in network security, i.e., how much
internet users should invest to improve their private security
and the public security, respectively. Their approach models
this multiple-user scenario as a multiple-user non-cooperative
game and defines multiple sets of pretty abstract utility functions for the users based on multiple diverse definitions of
the security level. For each of the definitions of the security
level, i.e., total effort, weakest-link, best shot, and weakesttarget, and the security game based on that definition of the
security level, the authors give a Nash Equilibrium analysis
of the strategies of the users in terms of the existence and the
expression of the Equilibriums.

In [48], the authors deal with jamming games in the medium
access control (MAC) level of the wireless network in which
each of the nodes in that network only knows its type which
can be a selfish user type or a malicious user type that tries to
jam the communication channel but not other nodes’ type. The
authors model the jamming game as a multi-stage two-player
Bayesian game. The set of the transmission probabilities in
random access among which a node can choose is considered
the action set of the node. The utility function of a selfish user
is the difference of its reward function which is an increasing
function of the SINR (signal-to-inference-plus-noise rate) and
the energy cost function which is an increasing function of
the node’s own power. The utility function of a malicious
node is the difference of its reward function and its energy
cost function where its reward function is the opposite of the
function of the other user if the other user is a selfish user and
zero if the other user is a malicious node. The authors also
consider the Bayesian Nash Equilibriums in their model to be
the expected strategies of the nodes.
In [42], a Fictitious Play (FP) approach is presented to
model the uncertainty in multi-stage attacks. In the application
scenario, the administrator of a network keeps track of the
attacker’s actions and targets attacked, and updates his /her
defense strategy against the attack when the administrator
updates his/her knowledge about the attacker’s actions and
targets.
In [18], the authors propose a Bayesian game approach
for intrusion detection in wireless ad hoc networks. For
intrusion detection in these networks, most of the existing
solutions require implementing IDSs in every defending node
because ad hoc networks feature decentralized management.
This means that the IDS in every defending node must
always be active, but always-on is insufficient since nodes
in wireless networks are resource-constrained. The authors
propose two methods to reduce the resource consumption of
each defending node: 1) adapting a probability of defending
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when there is a sign of attack and 2) alternatively using two
different monitors: a) when an attack is probable, a lightweight
monitor that consumes fewer resources, and b) a heavyweight
one that consumes more resources but is more effective in
attack detection and is assumed to be error-free. In the first
method, a static Bayesian game between a defending node
and its neighbor is modeled, and the probability of defending
is obtained by solving the game. This method is better than
always-on because there is the probability that the monitor
does not defend when there is a sign of an attack. In the
second method, two scenarios are considered: 1) one where a
defending node within a wireless ad hoc network is monitoring
all of its neighbors and 2) another where one node is defending
against one of its neighbors. Each of the scenarios is modeled
as a dynamic Bayesian game between the defending node and
the neighbor(s) that it is defending. In the game, from the
defender’s perspective, each of its neighbors can be an attacker
or a regular user, but the defender is unable to determine.
Instead, the defender must consider all possible types for each
of its neighbors, while all of the defender’s neighbors know
its type.
The dynamic Bayesian game in [18] includes multiple
stages, and each of the stages is a static game. At the end
of each stage, the inference made by the defending node concerning its neighbor(s) type(s) is updated using the historical
profile; this profile contains the defender’s observations of the
actions of its neighbor(s) from the first stage up to the current
stage. In each stage, the inference of the neighbor’s type
obtained at the end of the last stage is not used to determine
the probability of monitoring but rather to determine the use of
either the lightweight monitor or the heavyweight monitor. The
updated inference of the type of the neighbor(s) is supposed to
reflect the likeliness of an attack; if the likeliness is high, then
the heavyweight monitor is used. If not, the lightweight one
is used. This is better than the always-on method since, when
it is used, a lightweight monitor consumes fewer resources.
The paper [6] handles the problem of how an IDS in
an enterprise network should allocate defending resources
when it responds to network attacks on the subsystems in
the network. In this problem scenario, an erroneous IDS is
deployed in a distributed way so that virtual network sensors
are distributed to the subsystems of the network for the
purpose of monitoring the subsystems; the subsystems can
be network devices, computer programs, or processes over
multiple hosts. Game theory is used to model ways to defend
resources allocated to the subsystems as strategies for the IDS,
and it is also used to determine which strategy is the best.
In [5], game theory is use to analyze intrusion detection
in access control systems. As in [6], access control systems
are deployed in enterprise networks to help protect stored
information from illegal access. An IDS is integrated into
the access control system, and it should respond to different
attacks, like illegal accesses, against important stored information in the study. Virtual sensors are also distributed among
the information storing entities in order to provide attack
information to the IDS. Game theory is used to model the
interaction between the attacker and the access control system
and to determine which access control strategy is the best for
the access control system.

In [21], the authors model the interactions between an
attacker and the administrator of a local network as a twoplayer stochastic game. Three attack scenarios, “defacing web
site,” “a Dos attack,” and “stealing confidential data,” are
addressed in the form of case studies. In each scenario,
network states are introduced to reflect different levels of goal
(system) vulnerability to the goal (system) of the attacker as
well as multiple degrees of functional damages to the system
which are caused by attacks. The optimal strategies of the
attacker and of the administrator in a given system state are
determined by analyzing a multi-stage game with a discount
factor.
The paper [20] studies the problem of defending against
denial-of-service attacks within networks. The author proposes
a puzzle-based defense solution that can be distributed or
non-distributed in order to cope with this kind of attack. A
puzzle-based defense can be described as follows: first, a client
requests a service from the service provider; the latter will then
send one puzzle within the puzzle pool to the former for an
answer. Finally, the service provider will assign the resource
to the client if the returned answer is right. The author models
the non-distributed DoS attack and the puzzle-based defense
as a two-player stochastic game, and the author provides a way
to gain the optimal defense strategy for the service provider;
the defense strategy is in the form determined by the difficulty
level of the puzzle that is sent, and this is done by selecting
one puzzle from the puzzles of that difficulty level and then by
sending it to the client. A distributed DoS attack on a system
is considered to be a two-player stochastic game. In the game,
the distributed attackers are considered to be a whole that aims
to maximize its global return. The solution for the distributed
DoS attack is based on the solution for non-distributed DoS
attack games.
In [19], the authors address the intrusion detection problem in heterogeneous networks where IDSs are deployed to
monitor the network nodes targeted by the attackers. The
cases of one defender (IDS) defending an attack target against
one attacker as well as multiple defenders (IDSs) defending
multiple attack targets against multiple attackers are addressed.
Multiple attackers and multiple defenders are viewed to attack/defend as a whole in a cooperative way in order to
maximize their global payoff. Game theory is used to model
this game as a static game. The best defense strategies are
provided for the case where one IDS monitors each attack
target and for the case where multiple IDSs can monitor each
attack target; the strategy of the defender(s) is determined by
the amount of defense resources that the IDSs allocate to each
of the attack targets. The authors also extend the static model
to a model of a Stackelberg game [14] (i.e., a two-player twostage game of perfect and complete information).
In [7], the authors address the optimal strategy for a
jamming-attack attacker and the resulting problems for wireless sensor network defense. In this network, both the attackers
and the defenders are nodes that cannot transmit and receive
packets simultaneously. In addition to a fraction of unsuccessfully transmitted packets resulting from the access control
issue of the formal communication between the nodes, the attacker tries to send jamming packets during each transmission
time slot in order to make the performance of the network as
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poor as possible by adapting its medium access probability;
this is the probability that the attacker sends packets during
every transmission time slot while the defending node(s)
tries to mitigate the jamming effects by adapting its (their)
medium access probability. The best attack/defense strategiesmedium access probabilities-are considered in two cases: one
attacker versus one defender and one attacker versus multiple
defenders. Game theory models the problem as a static game
between the attacker and defender(s) in order to obtain optimal
strategies for them. It is remarkable that the static game
captures the power constraint of the nodes.
In [22], the author proposes a method where the defender
can determine the optimal strategy to minimize the risk of
this system. In the problem scenario, the attacker assails the
vulnerability of the system in order to raise the system risk,
and the defender attempts to repair the vulnerability in order
to mitigate the system risk. A zero-sum stochastic game is
used to model the interaction between the attacker and the
defender.
In [23], the author proposes a fictitious play (FP) method
that the defense system may use to determine defense strategies against the attacker in the case where both the attacker
and the defender know their payoff functions but not their opponent’s. In the fictitious play method, the defender observes
the history of the attacker’s actions, computes the frequency
of each action, and determines the best strategy to be used
in response to the attacker’s strategy; from the defender’s
perspective, this may be a combination of the frequencies of
the attacker’s actions. The defenders update the frequency after
observing new actions by the attacker, and they then update
the best defense strategy.
There are other applications that fall into this subclass, such
as in [24], [25], [26].
c) Discussions on advantages and drawbacks on the applications for attack-defense analysis
The advantages of the applications of game theory for
general analysis of attack-defense interaction are its simplicity
and its easiness. Since the scenario is simple, the attackdefense interaction can be modeled as a simple game, such as a
two-player static game or a Bayesian game. Since game theory
provides solutions for this kind of well studied game, the
solution of the game is relatively easy to obtain. However, the
disadvantage is its ineffectiveness in more complex problem
scenarios. The advantages of the specialized analysis of attackdefense interaction are that it considers more complex or
realistic scenarios and that it better captures the dynamic
of the interaction. Its disadvantages are its complexity and
possible lack of robustness. The game models used for this
kind of analysis are more complex than those used for general
analysis. The solution of the game is not easy to obtain and
may require a great deal of computation, and the obtained
solution may deviate from the theoretical solution; this may
make the prediction of the attackers’ strategies ineffective and
may lead to a poor defense decision.
2) Applications for network security assessment
Security is a concept concerned with confidentiality, integrity, reliability, and availability [27].
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Security measurement evaluates security level. Dependability [27] is intertwined with security, and it overlaps security in
the attributes of availability and integrity. There are multiple
metrics for security and dependability measurement, such
as mean time to failure (MTTF), mean time to first failure
(MTFF) [28], mean time between failures (MTBF) [29], mean
time to next failure, and risk [11]. Also, the Price of Anarchy
[50] (POA) has been proposed to be a metric to evaluate the
effectiveness of the systems in terms of security. To better
evaluate network security and dependability, a prediction of
the actions of the attacker and defenders is needed. Network
security measurements involve the interactions of attackers and
defenders, and this may affect the result of a measurement.
Since the interaction process between attackers and defenders
is a game process, game theory can be applied to predict the
actions of the attackers and to determine the decisions of the
defenders. In fact, the prediction of the strategies in many
approaches to security and dependability measurement is used
as input for a measurement module [11], [29], [30], [31] in
order to compute the metrics of security and dependability.
The following are the applications of game theory for security
and dependability measurement.
In [47], the authors investigate how the selfish investments
of the users in networks affect the network security. The
authors consider the Price of Anarchy (POA) as the metric
of the effectiveness of the network system which is the ratio
of the maximum sum of the social costs (utilities) of the users
in a Nash Equilibrium and the sum of the social costs of
the users in a Social Optimum. The authors propose a generic
strategy game model and a repeated game model based on that
strategy game model to capture the interdependency between
the investments of the users, the heterogeneities of the user
preferences in security investment and of the unit cost of
investment, and the logical dependency (e.g., the imbalance of
the network traffic due to a coordinator node) among the users.
For two particular cases of the generic strategy game model,
the Effective-Investment model (EI) and the Bad-Traffic model
(BT), the authors in [47] show that the POA tends to increase
with the increase of the dependency, the network size, and the
imbalance of network traffic. Also, they show that the POA is
bounded in the EI model. The repeated game models based on
the EI and BT strategy models are studies as well. However,
they adopt the ratio between the sum of the users’ social
costs in the “Socially Best Subgame Perfect Equilibrium” and
the sum of the users’ social costs in the social optimum.
The authors show that in the repeated game models, better
performance can be achieved than in the strategy game models
in spite of the requirement of more coordination on and more
information exchange between users. Moreover, the authors
in [47] show that even if the security technology is improved,
the effectiveness of the system will not be improved because
of the users’ lack of incentive of security investments. Finally,
the authors in [47] consider the correlated equilibrium (CE) to
capture the implicit coordination between users in the repeated
EI and BT game. They show that the bounds of the POA in
a discrete CE in the repeated EI and BT models are the same
as those in the strategy CE and BT models, respectively.
In [29], the metrics for security and dependable measurement, the MTTF and MTFF, are studied for a defended system
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(attack target) in a network; this provides an example of
measuring the DNS server for a case study. Game theory
is used to model the attack-defense game and to predict
the strategies of both the attackers and the defenders. Based
on the predicted strategies, the transition rate matrix of the
continuous Markov process is obtained and then forwarded to
the measurement module for input.
In [30], the following three concepts are introduced: a real
time method to measure the security metrics, the mean time to
next failure (MTNF), and the probability that the time until the
next failure is greater than a given time for an attacker target.
The interaction between the attacker and defender is modeled
as a stochastic game [29] to predict the attack/defense strategy
and to determine the transition matrix. A monitor consisting of
distributed network sensors is used to observe the states and to
use them in order to estimate the probability of current states in
addition to the predicted defense/attack strategy. The estimated
probability of the current state and the transition matrix are
used as inputs for the security measurement module.
In [11], the authors propose a method for assessing network
security risks. In this method, an attacker and a defender
are modeled as two players in a static game who have
action sets, {to attack, not to attack} and {to defend, not
to defend}, respectively. This simple game ensures that both
their strategies and the probabilities to attack and to defend
are far easier to predict than in the aforementioned stochastic
game model. The risk metric in the paper is a function of the
probabilities of attacking and of defending.
In [31], the problem of quantifying the network situational
awareness (NSA), a security metric, is addressed using game
theory to predict the strategies of the attacker and the defender.
The model method of the attack-defense play is the same
as that in [29]. The NSA of the network-a function of the
strategies of the attacker and the defender-is interpreted as the
number of requests per unit of time from users, where there
are service providers in the network such as http servers, ftp
servers, and NFS servers.
IV. C LASSIFICATION OF G AME M ODELING
All game theoretic approaches applied in network security
require attack-defense; the interactions between attackers and
defenders may be modeled as games which may then be
described and solved using game theory. The previous sections
have shown this fact. As follows, the classification of the game
models for modeling attack-defense interactions is presented.
These models may be placed into two classes, cooperative
game models and non-cooperative game models, with noncooperative game models including two subclasses, static
games and dynamic games. Moreover, within static game subclass and dynamic game subclass, game model can be further
grouped in terms of whether they are of complete information
and whether they are of perfect information. The approaches
also require the solutions of the game for predicting the
actions of attackers and for determining defense strategies.
The methods of obtaining the solutions to these games are
also presented. In [32], a classification of the games in network
security is presented as a conference paper; the classification
in our paper differs from theirs in [32] in that 1) we added

new game models which have not been surveyed before such
as cooperative game models [43], multiple(more than two)player security game models [43], [45], [46], [47], security
investment game models [45], [46], [47] and newly proposed
security game models such as those in [44], [29], [19]; 2)
we classify stochastic games into the subclass of dynamic
games of imperfect rather than perfect information; 3) our
paper provides a much comprehensive survey as a journal
paper other than a conference paper as [32]. We feel that it
is a better choice for classification to have an emphasis on
game models rather than on the problem scenarios. We notice
that when solving the stochastic models surveyed, each game
element-a game element is associated with a state-of each
game model is treated as if it were a static game of imperfect
information; 4) The final difference is that discussion of the
models is presented. Table I shows a way of classifying the
games in network security. In subsections IV-A and IV-B, we
also provide a classification of the security games according
to the way of classifying games provided in [13].
A. Cooperative game models
The authors of [43] publish their work on security risk
management in 2010, proposing a cooperative game model
along with a non-cooperative model between multiple divisions of a security organization. One assumption on which
both models base is that there are linear dependencies between the security resources in the divisions and between the
vulnerabilities in those divisions. In the cooperative model,
one positive influence matrix and a negative influence one
are introduced based on the positive influence matrix and the
negative influence matrix given in the non-operative model,
representing the dependencies between the security resources
and between the vulnerabilities in the divisions, respectively.
To capture the positive effect of forming a coalition, any two
divisions in the same coalition will have increased positive
effect and reduced negative effect between them than they do
without coalitions. Also to capture the cost of the coordination
within a coalition, a cost function is introduced which takes
a friction graph and that coalition as arguments, where the
friction graph captures the degree of friction between each
pair of divisions. One of the interesting conclusions is that,
in the cooperative game, for two coalitions each consisting of
more than one division, if and only if the price of forming a
coalition per unit friction is below a threshold, they will form
a new coalition.
B. Non-Cooperative game models
1) Static game models
All static games are one-shot games of imperfect information; therefore, static game models only have two subclasses
— static games of complete information and static games
of incomplete information. In network security context, researchers use static game models of complete information to
analyze the scenario in which only the interactions between
attackers and defenders are considered; however, when defenders could not always distinguish attackers from regular users,
not only the interactions between attackers and defenders but
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TABLE I
C LASSIFICATION OF M ODELS

Cooperative
games

Non-cooperative
games

• Coalition formation game between multiple divisions in a security organization [43]
• The number of divisions can be more than two
• Different coaltions can merge into one if the mergence can improve the overall unitlity.
• Assume that any pair of divisions in a coalition have more positive effect and less negative effect between them than they
have when they are not in the same coaliton.
• The kind of game does not exist since all static games are of
• Static game
imperfect information
• Perfect inforamtion
• Dynamic game
• Strackelberg network intrusion detection game [14]:
• Two-player general-sum
• One leader who moves first and one follower
• About how selfish investments affects network security
between network users, two or more players [47]
• The information security game between multiple network users
about how to allocate their investments to pulic protection and
their self-insurances [46]
• About how users in a network should choose the public
• Static game
protection investment level and the self insurance investment
level with those two levels conflicting to each other in terms of
• Complete
the investment incentive of the users, two or more players [46]
information
• Risk assement of a network, two-player, zero-sum [11]
• In heterogenous networks, two-player [19]
• Information warfare, two-player, general sum [17]
• Stochastic games [8], [20], [21], [22], [26], [29], [30], [31], [36],
[37], [44]
• Problem :
• Imperfect information
• to determine the best strategies for the administrator to
diffuse the risks among the asserts in a network against the
attacker [44]
• to obtain best optimal defense strategy [8], [20], [21], [36]
• to evalute secutiy and dependability level [22], [26], [29],
• Dynamic game
[30], [31], [37]
• The state transition of a system is a Markov process [21], [29],
[44]
• Use Q-learning to obtain the converging optimal strategies
when the transition matrix is not known [44]
• Use Shapley’s method [35] to calculate the Nash Equilibrium
of the game [29]
• Use a method called NPL 1 in [34] to obtain the Nash
Equilibrium of the game [21]
• Repeated security investment game between network users,
two or more players [47]
• The kind of game does not exist since all static games are of
• Static game
imperfect information
• Intrusion detection in Ad hoc wireless network, two player
basic signaling game [16].
• Players have little information about the payoff function of
each other [39], [42]
• Perfect information
• Two-player fictitious play (FP)
• Dynamic game
• Each player keeps updating the frequecy of its oppenents
• Two-player Multi-stage Bayesin game in MAC level wireless
jamming attack scneario with each player updating its strategy
• Incomplete
following the dynamic fictitious play [49] scheme or the
information
dynamic gradient play scheme [49] at the end of each stage [48]
• The information security game between a rational expert and
several naive short-sighted agents with all the users having
limited informaiton about others’ risk factors, more than two
• Static game
players [45]
• Two-player Bayesian game [33]
• Two-player general-sum Bayesian game [18]
• Imperfect inforrmation
• Two-player Multi-stage Bayesin game, each player keeps
updating its inference about the type of its oppenent; the
solution of the game is a series of optimal one-stage strategies
• Dynamic game
based on the updated inference [18]
• Suggest about how to model the this kind of game and about
how to solve the game [40]

also those between regular nodes and defenders should be
considered, and thus the games are modeled as static game
models of incomplete information in which defenders only
keeps an inference of the type (malicious or regular) of another

node as its opponent. The solution to a static game of complete
information is the Nash equilibrium [13], and the solution to
a static game of incomplete information is the Bayesian Nash
equilibrium [13].
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TABLE II
PAYOFF M ATRICES FOR THE D EFENDER AND I TS O PPONENT W HEN THE
O PPONENT N ODE I S A M ALICIOUS N ODE [18]

Attack
Not attack

Monitor
(1 − 2α)w − ca , (2α − 1)w − cm
0, −βw − cm

Not monitor
w − ca , −w
0, 0

a) Static game of complete information
The multiple-player non-operative model proposed in [43]
dealing with the risk management for the multiple divisions
in a security organization falls in this category. The model is
based on the assumption of the linear dependencies between
the security resources in the divisions and between the vulnerabilities in the divisions, with the dependencies represented by
two matrices, the positive influence matrix and the negative
influence matrix. The utility of each division is the difference
between its benefit and its threat (by the attackers) cost where
its benefit and threat cost are functions taking arguments
as the positive influence matrix and the security resources
in the divisions, and the negative influence matrix and the
vulnerability in the divisions, respectively.
In [46], the authors introduce a multiple-player game model
for network users to optimally allocate their investments for
the public protection and their self-insurances. The utility
functions of the users are abstract and general enough to
capture the interaction between the multiple (could be more
than two) users and the attackers. The Nash Equilibriums are
considered by them to be the optimal strategies for the network
users.
In [47], a multiple-player game model is proposed to
analyze how the investment strategies of selfish users affect the
security effectiveness in a network. Different from [46], the
authors only consider the amounts of the investments without
discriminating the public protection investments and the selfinsurance investment. The worst-case Nash Equilibrium and
the Social Optimum are obtained for the computation of the
Price of Anarchy.
In [11], the authors model the attack-defense interaction for
the risk assessment of a network as a general-sum, two-player
static game in which the action sets of the players are simply
{attack, not attack} and {defend, not defend}. The payoff
functions for the players capture the damage to the system
and the costs to attack and to defend. The mixed strategy
Nash equilibrium is obtained as the solution of game in the
form of a combination consisting of the attacking probability
and the defending probability.
In [19], the authors model the attack-defense game in a
heterogeneous network as a two-player static game. In the
game, the false alarm rate and the detection rate of the
defender’s IDS is considered. The actions of the attacker are
interpreted as the probabilities of attacking each of the attack
targets, and the actions of the defender are interpreted as the
probabilities of defending against attacks for each of the attack
targets.
In [17], the authors propose a general-sum, two-player
model for information warfare between attackers and defenders. The authors analyze the solution of the model in cases
where there is a bold player (a player that insists on its strategy

TABLE III
PAYOFF M ATRICES FOR THE D EFENDER AND I TS O PPONENT W HEN THE
O PPONENT N ODE I S A R EGULAR N ODE [18]

Not attack

Monitor
0, −βw − cm

Not monitor
0, 0

despite the strategy of the other) and in cases where the players
can choose mixed strategies.
The game models in [6], [7], [25] also fall in this subclass.
b) Static game of incomplete information
The game model proposed in [47] is a multiple-player game
model based on the model proposed in [46] yet with the consideration of incomplete information. The model captures the
interactions of a network expert and several naive short-sighted
users with the network expert having limited information about
the utility functions of other users.
The authors in [33] propose a two-player Bayesian game
model for the network attack-defense problem in the case
that the defender does not have enough information to verify
a potential attacker. This model specifies the types of the
potential attacker as {good, bad} and the utility functions of
the defender and attacker, if their actions and the type of the
potential attacker are provided. The author points out that their
Nash equilibrium is the expected-utility maximizer.
In [18], a two-player general-sum Bayesian game model is
proposed for a defender which is a regular user or node in a
network to update its inference in the case that it is not able
to verify whether its opponent, a node interacting with it, is
an attacker or a regular user. Despite the fact that the authors
model a multi-stage Bayesian Game, each stage of the game
is a static Bayesian game. In fact, the authors first propose a
static Bayesian game model before addressing the multi-stage
Bayesian model. The action set of the defender consists of
“monitor” and “not monitor.” If its opponent is an attacker,
then the opponent’s action set consists of “attack” and “not
attack”; however, if its opponent is a regular user, then the
opponent’s action set is composed of only “not attack.” When
the opponent node is malicious, the payoff matrices of the
defender node and the opponent are presented in Table II [18].
When the opponent is a regular node, the payoff matrices of
the defender and the opponent are given by Table III [18].
In tables II and III, w is the security value of the defender
which for example, can be the value of network or computer
resources, the confidentiality value of secret files, or the value
of the service provided by the resources defended that is
defended by the defender and will be lost in a successful
attack. From the definition of w, the attacker (if the opponent
is a malicious node) will gain a reward w at the end of a
successful attack while the defender will gain a reward −w
(i.e. the defender loses the security value). What is interesting
is that when a false alarm happens, the as the authors define,
defender will lose the security value but the opponent will
gain no reward; this setting makes senses, especially in the
cases that when the kind of security value is the service value
provided by the defended resources and the service will be
terminated or deteriorated by the false alarm. ca and cm denote
the cost to the attacker of making an attack, and the cost to
the defender of keeping the monitoring system activated, both
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of which should be less than w. Note that not attacking or
not monitoring takes no cost. As stated in Subsection III-A,
monitor devices can be subject to two errors: missing-attacks
and false alarm. The authors in [18] consider those monitoring
errors; 1 − α denotes the false negative rate or missingattacks rate which is the probability that the monitoring system
indicates no attack when there is actually an attack (from
statistical perspective, the null hypothesis is that there is no
attack), and β represents the false alarm rate. In the above
tables, the row variable represents the action of the opponent
node, and the column variable represents the action of the
defender. In each cell of the table, there are two values; the
second value and the first represent the payoff of the defender
and the one of its opponent, respectively. As shown in the
tables, given each possible pair of strategies of the two nodes,
the payoff of each of the nodes is an average value in terms
of the probabilities of the errors in the monitoring system.
For example, in the case that the opponent is a malicious
node(table II), when the defender chooses strategy “monitor”
and the opponent chooses “attack”, with a probability 1 − α
that the monitoring system will miss the attack and another
probability α that the monitoring system will catch the attack,
the opponent will 1) successfully attack the defended resources
and thus get w as its reward leaving the defender getting −w
as its reward, and 2) fail to attack the resources and thus get
a reward −w which is opposite to the defender’s reward w,
respectively; Therefore, given that the pair of strategies in the
example above and that the opponent is a malicious node, the
payoffs of the opponent and the defender are their average
rewards minus their costs of implementing their strategies,
respectively, and thus are (1 − 2α)w − ca and (2α − 1)w − cm ,
respectively. The payoffs of the nodes over other pairs of
strategies are defined in a similar way. Let μ0 denote the
probability according to the belief of the defender that its
opponent is a malicious node. Given μ0 , the strategies of
the opponent and the defender can be represented by a tuple
(p, q) where p represents the probability that the opponent
plays attack and q represents the probability that the defender
plays monitoring. Note that based on the assumptions in the
problem setting that the defender only keeps its inference (i.
e. the defender’s belief of the probability that the opponent is
a malicious node) and that the opponent knows the defender’s
inference, the defender needs to consider both the cases of
whether the opponent is malicious and thus will choose a
strategy optimal qE to maximize its expected payoff over the
inferred probability μ0 in response to the opponent strategy pE
which is chosen by the opponent to maximize the opponent’s
expected payoff. (pE , qE ) is the Bayesian Equilibrium of this
game given the defender’s inference μ0 and can be obtained
by solving the following expressions:
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⎪
q
((1
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2α)w
−
c
)
⎪
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⎨ p·
⎪
⎪
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⎩ +(1 − μ0 )
⎭
+(1 − q)[(1 − pE2 ) · 0]
By getting one solution from the expressions above (note
that there may be multiple solutions for the expressions and
thus there may be multiple BNEs for the game), the authors
present one of the BNEs (pE , qE ) over μ0 as follows,

m
(p∗ , q ∗ ) if μ0 > (1+β)w+c
(2α+β−1)w ,
(pE , qE ) =
m
(p, 0) if μ0 < (1+β)w+c
(2α+β−1)w .

βw+cm
if the opponent is malicious node,
∗
where p = (2α+β)wμ0
(0
 if the opponent is a regular node.
1 if the opponent is malicious,
a
, q ∗ = w−c
.
2αw , and p =
0 if the opponent is regular.
The above analysis about the BNE is static which is based
on the latest inference μ0 of the defender in some stage of
the game. Actually, the authors later consider the game as
a multiple-stage game at each stage of which, the defender
updates its inference based on the history of the actions played
by both the nodes so as to get its inference to better reflect the
exact type of the opponent. The defender’s inference updating
process is as follows: with latest version of interference,
the optimal strategies of the defender and its opponent are
obtained; the optimal strategies and the opponent’s observed
actions are then utilized to compute a newer inference via a
type of posterior estimation. This process can be expressed as
follows [18]:
μj (θi |hji (tk ))P (ai (tk )|θi , hji (tk ))
,
μj (θi |ai (tk ), hji (tk ))= 
j
j
θ i μj (θ i |hi (tk ))P (ai (tk )|θ i , hi (tk ))
where nodes j and i denotes the defender and it opponents,
repestively, ai (tk ) represents the action of player i at stage
tk , hji (tk ) is the history actions of node i observed by node
j from stage t0 to stage tk−1 , P (ai (tk )|θi , hji (tk )) represents
the probability that ai (tk ) is observed at stage tk under the
condition that the type of the opponent (node i) is θi and that
the defender (node j)’s observation hji (tk ) on θi the history
actions of the opponent (node i), and μj (θi |ai (tk ), hji (tk ))
represents the probability as the updated inference of node
j that the type of node i is θi under the condition that the
observed history actions of node i is hji (tk ) and that the action
of node i at stage tk is ai (tk ).
2) Dynamic game models

While static game models in network security only con⎫
⎪
sider
one-short attack-defense interactions, in dynamic game
⎬
models, a network security game is considered as a multiple⎪
⎭ stage process in each stage of which attackers and defenders
play their actions in response to the history outputs of the
game. Dynamic game models in network security consist of
the following four subclasses: those of complete and perfect
information, those of complete and imperfect information,
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those of incomplete and perfect information and those of
incomplete and imperfect information. In dynamic models of
complete information, only the interactions between defenders
and attackers are considered with an assumption that defenders
are able to discriminate attackers from regular users; for network security scenarios in which the assumption above does
not hold, researchers employ dynamic models of incomplete
information. Dynamic games of perfect information such as
the stackelberg game in [14] and the fictitious play in [39]
indicates that in each stage of a game, parties (including
defenders and attackers) play actions in turns and that when
a party plays its action, it already knows the history actions
of other parties and itself; In other dynamic games in which
the parties either play actions at the same time in each stage
of the game or take turns to play in each stage but have
little information about the history actions in that stage when
they play, researchers view the games as dynamic games of
imperfect information. Existing stochastic network security
game models which are dynamic games of complete and
imperfect information according to our classification reflect
researchers’ view that the possible situations in a network
security game or conditions of the defended resources in the
game can be switchable between each other as a result of the
actions of the parties in the game and random factors on a
no-attack basis (e. g., the likelihood that the defending system
is down from a normal condition even when there is no attack
can be one of those factors).
a) Dynamic games of complete and perfect information
In [19], the authors propose a model of a general-sum, twoplayer dynamic game with complete and perfection information as an extension of their static game model; this game is
called a Stackelberg network intrusion detection game. In the
Stackelberg game [14] model, the authors consider both the
case in which the attacker moves first in the game and the
defender follows and also the case in which they exchange
roles. Each action in the players’ action sets is specified as
either attacking or defending each of the attack targets with a
certain probability. The Nash equilibriums for both cases are
used to determine which role is better for each of the players.
The Nash equilibrium of the Stackelberg game is also called
the Stackelberg equilibrium [13].

defenders choose and the effects of normal use. Furthermore, a
Markov Decision Process (MDP) [34] (a kind of discrete-time
Markov process) in which the transition probabilities depend
on both the actions and the current state can be derived from
the continuous time Markov process. Based on this idea, the
security game is modeled as follows [29]:
1) Identify the elements of the game, which are the states
that are vulnerable to attack (system failure states not included). According to one example (a DNS server) in the
paper, the game elements Γ consist of three states, denoted by
ΓV , ΓL and ΓIS , respectively, which are the good state with
vulnerability, the state in which it is possible to insert false
entries in the server cache, and the state of false integration. In
actuality, the possible states of the DNS server also include the
good state with no vulnerability, the software failure state, and
the hardware failure state. However, they are not included in
the elements of the game because, in these states, the attacker
has no way of harming the system (e.g., when the system is
in the good state with no vulnerability) or no way to further
damage the system (e.g. when the system fails).
2) Build action sets that capture the possible attack and
defense methods in the security game for the two players; the
state set of the stochastic game includes the possible states of
the system. The action sets of the attacker and of the defender
depend on the system state. In system state i, the action set
of the attacker is denoted by Ai = {a1 , a2 , ..., ami }, and the
action set of the defender is denoted by Di = {d1 , d2 , ..., dni }.
3) For every pair of actions for the defender and attacker,
determine the probabilities of state transition from one game
element to another. These probabilities are provided by the
derived MDP. Let Pij (ak , dl ) denote the probability that the
system state transitions to state l from state i, with the attacker
and the defender taking actions ak and dl , respectively.
4) Determine the payoff function in each state element. In
each state element and for each action pair of the player,
the payoff function of the attacker is: a) an instant value in
addition to the maximum expected future payoff of the next
play if it successfully attacks and if the state transitions to
another game element or b) an instant value if it does not.
Finally, there is a payoff matrix for each game element. The
payoff matrix can be denoted as follows [29]:
⎛
⎜ a1
Γi = ⎜
⎝ ...
ani

b) Dynamic games of complete and imperfect information
The authors of [29] view the security game as a twoplayer zero-sum stochastic game [29] between the attacker and
defender. The authors argue that, without the defense/attack
interaction, the state of the targeted system is subject to change
due to the normal use of the system (e.g., the administrator
could carelessly refigure the system or the system could
occasionally restart); therefore, the process of the state change
can be modeled as a continuous-time Markov process with a
transition rate matrix. Each entity in the matrix reflects the
effect on the normal use of the system of the state change.
The authors propose that the interaction between the attacker
and the defender affects the transition rate matrix, which
means that, in the case of the security game, the transition
rate matrix depends on the strategies that the attackers and

i
where γkl
=

d1
i
γ11
...
γni i 1

...
...
...
...

⎧

i
⎨γkl
+ pij (ak , dl )Γj
⎩ ci

⎞
dmi
i
⎟
γ1m
i
⎟,
⎠
...
γni i mi

for successful attacks,

j

otherwise.
kl
and cikl are the instant values.
and
From the payoff functions, the game dynamic can be
interpreted as follows: the attack-defense game can only start
at the vulnerable state; if the attacker chooses not to attack
or the defender responds to the attack, the game ends; if
the attack is successful and the state transitions to any other
than the game elements (vulnerable states), the game ends;
i
γkl
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or if the attack is successful and the state transitions to any
of the game elements, the game continues with a new play.
The payoffs of the game capture both the instant effects of
the player interaction on the system and any future effects
on the system. Let πi = (πi (a1 ), ..., πi (ami )) and θi =
(θi (d1 ), ..., θi (dni )) denote the strategies of the attacker and
the defender in system state i. The Nash Equilibrium can be
∗
∗
∗
∗
, θL
), (πIS
, θIS
)), where
denoted as (π ∗ , θ∗ ) = ((πV∗ , θV∗ ), (πL
∗
∗
πi = max min E(πi , θi ) and θi = min max E(πi , θi ). Here
πi
πi
θi 
θi

i
E(πi , θi ) =
πi (ak )θi (dl )γkl
. The solution to
∀ak ∈Ai ∀dl ∈Di

this game is a Nash Equilibrium for each game element, but it
is difficult to obtain the solution because the payoff functions
are not defined explicitly. The iterative method in [35] is
used to solve the game, and the authors provide an iterative
algorithm for the solution; details about the algorithm can be
found in [29]. It is noteworthy that the iterative method is
valid only when the game is a zero-sum game.
Lye et al. [21] model the network attack-defense game as a
two-player general-sum discounted stochastic game [34]. The
stochastic game model proposed is a Markov Decision Process
in which the decisions are the action pairs of the players. The
game can be viewed as plays in a sequence of time steps,
where the system states in the time steps are random variables.
In any time step, the players can take actions and they will gain
a value for that time step based on the actions and the system
state; at the next time step, the players can take actions, and
so on. If, in each time step, the player holds the same strategy
pair, the strategies are called stationary strategies. For a pair
of players in a stage with stationary strategies, the authors
define the return of each player as the expected value of the
weighted sum of its gains from the current time step and
the following infinite number of time steps. The weight is
a discounted weight that is a positive real range between 0
and 1. The Nash Equilibrium in each state is a combination
of the strategies of the players that maximize the returns. It is
proved in [34] that the Nash Equilibrium for this game exists.
The authors use a method of NLP-1 in [34] to obtain the Nash
Equilibrium.
In [44], the authors propose a stochastic game-theory model
for the administrator of an organization with multiple nodes or
assets to choose optimal actions to diffuse the risks among the
assets. The action sets of the administrator and of the attacker
consist of the possible defending probability distributions and
the attacking probability distributions among the assets, respectively. The states of the system in the stochastic game are
represented by the risk levels. A saddle point method is applied
to determine the “optimal” strategy for the administrator.
In the case that the transition matrix is not known, the Qlearning method is employed to determine converging optimal
strategies for the attacker and the administrator.
In [47], based on the strategy/static game model which is
also presented in [47] and introduced above, the authors considered a multiple-player multi-stage game model with each
stage has the same game structure as that static game model.
In this model, the computation of Price of Anarchy requires
obtaining the Socially Best Subgame Perfect Equilibrium and
the Social Optimum. The game models in [8], [20], [22], [26],
[30], [31], [36], [37] also fall into this subclass.
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c) Dynamic games of incomplete and perfect information
The paper [16] models intrusion detection in ad hoc wireless
networks as a two-player basic signaling game [38]. In the
model, a defender has incomplete information for determining
the type of its opponent, which can be either an attacker or
a regular node. The possible actions of the defender are to
defend or not to defend, while its opponent can attack actively
or act passively if the latter is an attacker; in contrast, it can
attack passively or act normally if the latter is a regular node.
The optimal strategies of the game are interpreted as perfect
Bayesian equilibrium [13] for a basic signaling game.
In [39], for the case in which the attacker and the defender have limited knowledge about their opponents’ payoff
functions, the authors model this attack-defense interaction as
a two-player fictitious play (FP). The best strategy for the
defender is determined and updated based on the computed
frequencies of the actions of the attacker. The authors considered the case in which the observation of the attacker’s actions
is subject to error and the case in which it is error-free. In [42],
the authors also propose the use of fictitious play to deal with
the uncertainty in multi-stage attacks between one attacker and
the attacked entity. Similar to [18], the authors in [48] propose
a two-player multi-stage Bayesian game to model the MAC
level jamming attack games in wireless network. The type of
each of the two nodes in the network is either a jamming
attacker type or a selfish user type. The action set of each
node is the possible transmission probabilities of that node.
However, the authors propose two schemes of “gradient play”
and “fictitious play” for each node to update their actions at
the end of each stage.
d) Dynamic games of incomplete and imperfect information
In [18], the authors propose a two-player multi-stage
Bayesian game to model security games in which the players
have incomplete information. The solution to that game model
can be obtained as follows: at each stage of the game, the
players’ optimal strategies for that stage are obtained based on
their inferences of their opponents’ types; at the end of a stage,
each player updates its belief about the type of its opponent
based on the current optimal strategies, the current belief of
the type of its opponent, and the history of observed actions
of its opponent. The procedure of updating the belief of the
defending node, the optimal strategies of the defending node,
and the defended node based on the newest belief have been
summarized in the static game model part within this section.
The author proves that these beliefs and optimal strategies in
every game stage compose a Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium
(PBE).
The authors in [40] describe how to model the interaction
between an attacker and a defender. They suggest that the
attack-defense interaction with incomplete information should
be modeled as a repeated game of incomplete information.
They match different network security scenarios to different
game models and equilibriums for the processes of attacking
and defending in different scenarios to equilibriums in game
theory. They also suggest a way to present the payoffs and
strategies of the attacker and defender in a game theory context
as well as a way to match the components of the scenario
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to the components in game theory. They present a list of
terms in game theory and interpret them in a network security
background. They also suggest that the Mini-Max Theorem
[12] and the linear program [41] be used to solve this kind of
two-player zero-sum game.
C. Discussion on game modeling
These studies show that the modeling network security
game is still an ad hoc scheme that depends on the problem/application scenario. For example, if the security game is
played between one attacker and one defender, then it should
be modeled as a two-player game. If there are multiple stages
for attacking and defending between attackers and defenders,
a dynamic game such as a stochastic game is used as a model.
An IDS’s ability to detect attacks plays an important role
on the modeling of security games. If the IDS is error-free,
the security game is better modeled as a game of perfect
information. If it is not, the game should be modeled as a
game of imperfect information.
The limitations of the existing game models are as follows.
1) Generally, they lack scalability. As we see, most of the
game models for security games are two-player games; for
the problem scenarios with multiple attackers versus multiple
defenders, the security game is in most cases modeled as a
two-player game in which the whole of the attackers is treated
as one player, as is the whole of defenders [7], [19], [20];
2) The static model is not very realistic in most scenarios
where the interactions between the attackers and the defenders
are a series of events;
3) The stochastic models always assume that, in each state,
the defender and the attacker can detect the system state with
no error, but this is not true in many realistic cases where the
IDSs are erroneous;
4) Stochastic models have shortcomings since they assume
the states of the system are finite; however, the states of the
system seem to be continuous although some models such as
[44] have scheme to partition the continuous state space into
finite parts;
5) Some of the stochastic game models [22], [29] are not
very realistic because they assume that the game of attacking
and defending is a zero-sum game. Contrastingly, a generalsum game model is more realistic.
V. F UTURE R ESEARCH D IRECTIONS
We have discussed the shortcomings of the current gametheoretic approaches in network security. Possible future research directions for network security include:
1) As we review above, there are only a couple models
addressing three or more players’ interaction with a focus
on including multiple defenders. Therefore, building game
models involving three or more players for more network
security application scenarios and addressing application problems in which multiple attackers can launch attacks in a
non-competitive way is one of the future research directions.
Consider as an example of those application scenarios the
jamming attack problem in wireless networks where two or
more of the neighbors of a defending node try to jam the
network without cooperating.

2) Improving the existing stochastic game models by including an infinite state assumption to make the model more
realistic and then solving the game. Note that the existing
solutions to the stochastic game models are valid only when
the state is finite.
3) Studying the construction of payoff functions on network
security game models for network security and determining a
guideline or set of standards for constructing payoff functions.
The payoff functions in the existing security game models
seem to rely on ad hoc schemes. However, predicting the
strategy of the attackers and determining the best response
strategy for the defenders depends on the payoff function.
Improper payoff functions in a game model can reduce the
effectiveness of the prediction of the attack-defense strategies.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper provides a survey and classifications of existing
game theoretic approaches to network security. In spite of
their limitations, game theoretic approaches have shown that
they are both powerful tools for solving network security
problems and that new game theoretic approaches should
be a pool of research directions on network security. Our
terminology on the classification of existing game theoretic
approach should be subject to changes due to the fact that new
game theoretic approaches always become available. From
this review, readers should gain better understanding on the
existing game theoretic approaches, and some insights on the
further research directions on network security issues.
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